Demystifying artificial intelligence and deep learning in dentistry

Abstract: Artificial intelligence (AI) is a general term used to describe the development of computer systems which can perform tasks that normally require human cognition. Machine learning (ML) is one subfield of AI, where computers learn rules from data, capturing its intrinsic statistical patterns and structures. Neural networks (NNs) have been increasingly employed for ML complex data. The application of multilayered NN is referred to as “deep learning”, which has been recently investigated in dentistry. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are mainly used for processing large and complex imagery data, as they are able to extract image features like edges, corners, shapes, and macroscopic patterns using layers of filters. CNN algorithms allow to perform tasks like image classification, object detection and segmentation. The literature involving AI in dentistry has increased rapidly, so a methodological guidance for designing, conducting and reporting studies must be rigorously followed, including the improvement of datasets. The limited interaction between the dental field and the technical disciplines, however, remains a hurdle for applicable dental AI. Similarly, dental users must understand why and how AI applications work and decide to appraise their decisions critically. Generalizable and robust AI applications will eventually prove helpful for clinicians and patients alike.
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Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) has recently attracted significant public interest and is impacting many industries worldwide. Especially in healthcare it promises to be truly transformative. AI has a potential to transfer time-consuming human tasks to machines, improving patient outcomes at higher safety and efficiency and relieving burdened healthcare providers and systems.

The excitement around AI is not a new one. The term was first used in 1956; since then, AI has lived through phases of excitement and disappointment ("AI winters") (Figure 1).

Recently, the advances in data availability, for example via electronic health records and digital imaging, the growth in computational power and the development of software approaches allowing to employ big
data fuel an unseen optimism: In healthcare, AI has been successfully employed for automated evaluation of imagery such as mammograms for breast cancer detection,\(^2\) photographs for skin cancer screening\(^3\) and eye examinations for assessing diabetic retinopathy.\(^4\) In dentistry, AI has been used to aid the detection of carious lesions on bitewing radiographs,\(^5\) for periodontal bone loss detection in periapical radiographs\(^6\) and panoramics,\(^7\) to assess periapical lesions on panoramics\(^8\) and peri-apicals,\(^9\) to detect carious lesions on near-infrared light transillumination imagery,\(^10\) to diagnose tumors in the mandible in panoramic radiographs,\(^11\) or for the classification of restorations in periapical radiographs.\(^12\) Schwindicke et al.,\(^13\) through a scoping review, discussed the literature on AI in dentistry and found that AI is being widely used for imaging diagnosis, but that the usefulness, safety and generalizability of many AI applications remained unclear at present.

**Definitions of AI**

AI is a general term used to describe the theory and development of computer systems which can
perform tasks that normally require human cognition (perception, language, understanding, reasoning, learning, planning, and problem solving). In healthcare “narrow AI” applications are currently in the focus, referring to AI systems that are specified to handle a singular or limited task, with human cognition remaining needed. Narrow AI systems lack the self-awareness, consciousness, and genuine intelligence to match human intelligence, and do not encompass wider skill sets required for complex decision-making (i.e. therapy decisions integrating a wide range of data sources, but also patients’ expectations and the clinician’s experience, among others). In informatics, there is a theorem which states that a person with a computer is better than a person alone, and the same may apply to AI; it “augments” human intelligence rather than replacing it.

Machine learning (ML) is one prolific subfield of AI, where computers learn rules from data (rather than humans providing these rules). This learning from data, capturing its intrinsic statistical patterns and structures, can be done in various ways, the three most popular ML domains are:

**Supervised learning**

The most common learning strategy. Data and data labels (output) are provided, and the ML model is iteratively optimized towards representing this data-label pair. For example, pictures of dogs labeled “dog” allow the machine to develop an algorithm which can eventually classify new, unseen images (dog present yes/no). Supervised learning is resource-intensive; especially in medicine establishing a large number of labels is challenging.

**Unsupervised learning**

It is used to understand the structure and relationships among input features rather than try to predict an outcome label from them. The data given to the learning algorithm is unlabeled, and the algorithm is asked to identify patterns in the input data. Examples are a recommendation system of an e-commerce website where the learning algorithm discovers items often bought together or clustering genetic patterns to analyze evolutionary biology.

**Reinforcement learning**

It is used for the computer to learn how to make decisions on its own, with the consequences of those decisions potentially appearing much later after the decisions were made. It differs from other forms of supervised learning because the sample dataset does not train the machine. Instead, it learns by trial and error. Therefore, a series of right decisions would strengthen the method as it better solves the problem. Reinforcement learning is used to solve different games and achieve superhuman performance.

Among those domains mentioned above the supervised learning approach is the most widely applied in healthcare. The performance of a supervised learning algorithm is measured on a different and independent set of examples called a test set. This serves to test the generalization ability of the machine — its ability to produce sensible answers on new inputs that it has never seen during training. On this test set, performance metrics can be calculated, such as sensitivity, specificity, area under the ROC curve.

Data employed for ML can be simple or complex; for the latter, neural network (NNs) have been increasingly employed. NNs build on the idea of artificial neurons, which are semi-parametric mathematical non-linear models. When these neurons are organized in layers of different form and size and connected using mathematical operations, classification and regression tasks might be performed. The application of multilayered neural networks is referred to as “deep learning” (DL). DL is especially suitable complex data, like imagery, and its application has been investigated in dentistry. DL will be now discussed in more details. Figure 2 shows the hierarchy of AI.

**Deep learning (DL) in dentistry**

One particular type of DL involves Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). CNNs are mainly used for processing large and complex imagery data, as they are able to extract image features like edges, corners, shapes, and macroscopic patterns using layers of filters. CNNs allow to perform tasks like image classification (“does this image contain a caries lesion?”), object detection (“where on this image is a tooth or a caries lesion?”), and segmentation (“which pixels are affected by caries?”).
For image analysis (a field of AI termed as “Computer vision”) via CNNs, it is usually (at least when employing supervised learning) necessary to provide labelled imagery. One major difficulty here is establishing a truthful label; in many instances, a hard ground truth (gold standard), for example via histologic assessment, cannot be established. Hence, labelling usually involves multiple human experts who classify the same images (for example, presence or absence of an apical lesion). Having multiple experts allows to overcome the individual limitations of each expert but results in a “fuzzy” ground truth. For example, five experts may have assessed an image and four classified it as showing an apical lesion, while one deviated and thought that no lesion was present. Various ways of unifying these fuzzy labels (majority votes etc.) are available, while admittedly, all come with limitations: In our example, we cannot know if the single, deviating expert is nevertheless right. Triangulation from other data, for example electronic health records or clinical assessments, may help here.

CNNs showed high performance for tooth segmentation and identification, for dental implants planning, for biofilm classification on fluorescence images, for diagnosing maxillary sinusitis on panoramic radiography, for cephalometric landmarks detection, or for root morphological classification.

For caries detection, CNNs have also shown good performance on periapical and bitewing imagery. Recently, a large sample of 3686 bitewings images were assessed by four experienced dentists and a CNN algorithm was trained and validated for approximal caries detection. The neural network showed an accuracy of 0.80 compared to 0.70 obtained by the experienced dentists, being more sensitive than those.

**Challenges and key considerations on AI**

The number of studies involving AI in healthcare increased rapidly, although many concerns remain as to the applied methods to develop, validate, test and eventually deploy them. Therefore, it is recommended...
that studies on AI follow as rigorously as possible a methodological guidance.\textsuperscript{33}

Studies on AI in dentistry should be planned, conducted and reported keeping in mind that the desirable endpoint might be a clinical application, even if this distance seems to be long and hard to achieve. Another important point to be considered is having a clear definition of the study aim and of the datasets that will be used. Most recently published studies used small, imbalanced or homogenous datasets stemming from one specific population. Increasing the size of training datasets is desirable for clinical applications, as robustness increases; expanding beyond data from one population also strengthens generalizability.\textsuperscript{34}

The definition of a reference test is also an important step during planning and conducting the study. Depending on the study design, several independent or joint annotators might be necessary in order to label the data to be learnt and tested on. In this case, they would constitute the gold standard for the model. This should be also clearly reported.

An independent dataset sample should be used for testing the model, and this should be planned and designed in advance. This sample should not have been used for training the model. In order to assure a certain generalizability or robustness it is suggested that a completely external dataset be used at this stage.

Involving dental expertise in the rather technical process of training and testing AI is essential: The interaction between the dental field and the technical disciplines is currently limited, but dental domain knowledge seems crucial to develop an applicable, useful AI, but also to assess AI for its inherent decision logic (explainability, transparency, see below).

Efforts are essential in order to develop a public dataset, such as in the medical field to build algorithms that can be used in clinical applications. It would be ideal that researchers release the data used in their studies with removal of personal information. However, this is challenging as legal and institutional support from each stakeholder would be necessary. Specific regulatory laws should be encouraged in order to allow the use of data for AI purposes. The development of a common and free repository that can reliably collect, catalog, and archive publicly available data would be valuable in the dental field. This repository should reflect the wealth of conditions, populations, data sources (e.g. image generation machines) and usecases.

Last but not least, humans must understand why and how important decisions or predictions are made by AI for health applications. The principles of transparency, interpretability and explainability must be ensured. Explainable AI (XAI) provides interpretable explanations in natural language or easier-to-understand presentations, allowing dentists, patients, and other stakeholders to understand why a decision is made by the AI applications, and thereby to question its validity to avoid undesirable consequences.

**Conclusions**

AI in dentistry is rapidly growing; many studies and applications lack, however, robustness and generalizability. Methodological guidance and rigour are needed when developing dental AI, and close interaction between the dental field and the technical disciplines is needed. Dental users must understand why and how AI applications work and decide to appraise their decisions critically. Generalizable and robust AI applications will eventually prove helpful for clinicians and patients alike.
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